Abstract Development, testing and example applications of the pattern-scaling approach for generating future climate change projections are reported here, with a focus on a particular software application called BClimGen^. A number of innovations have been implemented, including using exponential and logistic functions of global-mean temperature to represent changes in local precipitation and cloud cover, and interpolation from climate model grids to a finer grid while taking into account land-sea contrasts in the climate change patterns. Of particular significance is a new approach for incorporating changes in the inter-annual variability of monthly precipitation simulated by climate models. This is achieved by diagnosing simulated changes in the shape of the gamma distribution of monthly precipitation totals, applying the pattern-scaling approach to estimate changes in the shape parameter under a future scenario, and then perturbing sequences of observed precipitation anomalies so that their distribution changes according to the projected change in the shape parameter. The approach cannot represent changes to the structure of climate timeseries (e.g. changed autocorrelation or teleconnection patterns) were they to occur, but is shown here to be more successful at representing changes in low precipitation extremes than previous pattern-scaling methods.
Introduction
For most scenarios of future climate change (e.g. Christensen et al. 2013) , the detailed patterns (geographical, seasonal and multi-variable structure) are commonly derived from simulations with general circulation models (GCMs) or regional climate models (RCMs). The magnitude of the change is not always obtained from the same GCM or RCM simulation, however, because the patterns may be scaled to represent (i) cases with different sensitivities of climate to greenhouse gas forcing (Heinke et al. 2013) ; (ii) cases with different future emissions or concentrations of greenhouses gases, and hence different future global temperature changes (Huntingford et al. 2010) ; or (iii) time periods for which suitable simulations have not been undertaken (e.g., to use RCM simulations of the late 21st century to provide projections for the early or mid 21st century, Cabré et al. 2010, or to use equilibrium GCM simulations to provide transient projections, Murphy et al. 2009 ). This combination of deriving a pattern (usually expressed in a normalised way, such as change per degree Celsius of global-mean temperature change) and then scaling its magnitude is commonly called Bpattern scaling^(PS). The globalmean temperature change (i.e. the scaling factor) is typically set to a specific warming level or simulated by a simple climate model designed either to explore uncertainty in global temperature projections or to emulate GCM global warming. PS was initially introduced to enable the creation of transient climate projections from the equilibrium response of a GCM to a doubling of CO 2 concentration (Santer et al. 1990 ), but it remains an important technique for generating projections, especially for probabilistic approaches to dealing with uncertainty (e.g. New and Hulme 2000; Watterson and Whetton 2011) .
Despite the widespread use of PS, the underlying assumption of a linear relationship between local climate change and global-mean temperature change that is invariant under a range of rates and amounts of warming has received relatively little critical attention until recently. The most comprehensive early assessments (Mitchell et al. 1999; Mitchell 2003) found that statistically significant non-linearities could be identified with careful use of ensembles of simulations, but that the errors that would thus result from using PS are small compared with the many other uncertainties that exist in future climate scenarios. More recent assessments, facilitated by ensembles of individual and multiple models, confirm that PS can approximately emulate the GCM-simulated response to increasing greenhouse gas concentrations (e.g. Tebaldi and Arblaster 2014; Heinke et al. 2013 ) but that it performs less well for scenarios when the forcing stabilises (Tebaldi and Arblaster 2014) or there are strong differences in regional forcings, such as anthropogenic aerosols (Ishizaki et al. 2014 show significant precipitation differences downwind of aerosol-affected oceans).
The primary aim of this paper is to present some new PS developments (section 2), particularly for incorporating changes in precipitation variability which are ignored in climate change impact assessments that are based on simple climate projection approaches such as PS or the Bdelta-change^method. The new developments have been implemented in the BClimGen^software to generate the pattern-scaled climate projections that have been used in multiple projects (QUEST GSI project, Arnell et al. 2014 ; Tyndall Centre integrated assessment system, Warren et al. 2008; and AVOID project, Arnell et al. 2013; Warren et al. 2013) . A secondary aim, therefore, is to describe the specific approaches as they have been implemented in ClimGen (section 2 and the Supplementary Information, SI), and to illustrate some of the possible applications of ClimGen (section 4) for studying the influence of precipitation variability and for exploring the results of multi-model ensembles. An assessment of the reliability of PS is not the main purpose of this paper (for this, see the studies referenced earlier) but some simple measures of pattern stability between scenarios/simulations that are informative on this point are presented in section 3.
2 Climate projections using pattern scaling
Pattern scaling assumptions and calculations
The basic assumption underlying the PS approach is that there is a linear (perhaps after a simple transformation) relationship between local climate change and global-mean temperature change (ΔT) that is invariant under the range of climate changes reasonably expected during the coming century or more. This unknown pattern might be estimated from a GCM simulation, with a different pattern obtained from each GCM considered. Biases in a GCM's simulation of present-day climate are typically ignored by using only the climate change pattern, and applying this to an observed present-day climatology (thus similar to the Bdeltachange^method). This is illustrated in SI Figure S1 , comparing different time periods and scenarios. SI section S2 describes how the Bnormalised^patterns (local change per°C of global warming) are diagnosed for use in ClimGen (see also SI section S6 for a mathematical description), using a regression approach of running-mean data pooled across initialcondition ensembles and multiple scenarios. A modified interpolation from different GCM grids to a common grid that provides finer detail near to coasts in the presence of a strong land-sea contrast in climate change is also illustrated (SI Figure S2 ).
Combining mean climate changes with observed variability
For any given global-mean temperature rise, the climate change for a given calendar month and climate variable can be estimated by:
where a is the normalised pattern for that month and variable from a selected GCM, and ΔV is the field of climate change obtained. For some applications this is sufficient, but many users require a plausible sequence of Bweather^(at the monthly timescale, at least) comprising the climate change added to the initial climate field (V 0 ) and a sequence of anomalies from the mean climate. In ClimGen, the latter is obtained by using a sequence from a monthlyresolution observed climate dataset. Using the observed record has the advantage that it contains realistic spatio-temporal structures on large scales (e.g. those associated with major modes of climate variability), which may be poorly represented using alternatives such as weather generators or direct (even bias-corrected) GCM output. Its disadvantage is that this unforced monthly climate variability does not change even though the underlying mean climate is changing. For precipitation this limitation is partly overcome in section 2.3, and a similar approach could be taken for other variables.
A future sequence of monthly Bweather^under a changed climate can be generated according to:
where V 0 t is the field of observed anomalies in year t for the given month. ΔT t is now a global-mean temperature change specific to year t; thus it can represent a transient timeseries of warming, or if all values are equal it can be used to generate a sequence of unforced monthly climate variability representative of climate under a specific level of global warming (e.g. ΔT t ¼ 2 ∘ C). For precipitation, the climate change can also be applied in a multiplicative rather than additive way (see e.g. Osborn 1997 for some advantages), so that the future sequence of mean precipitation fields is given by this modification to Eq. 2:
where the observed anomalies are now expressed as fractional deviations (i.e. V 0 is divided into each observed value rather than subtracted from it) and a is the normalised pattern of relative change in precipitation from the 1961-1990 mean simulated by that GCM for the given month. The absolute lower limit of zero precipitation is violated in regions of decreasing precipitation (a<0) if ΔT>−1/a (which could occur if projections are extrapolated to larger temperature changes). In ClimGen, any negative precipitation predictions are simply replaced with zero, but a further option is to use an exponential function of global temperature to avoid this problem:
The normalised pattern of change, a, is obtained by regressing logarithms of the simulated future mean precipitation (relative to the simulated 1961-1990 mean) against the global-mean temperature (see SI section S6). This approach should be used cautiously because where a>0 precipitation increases accelerate with increasing ΔT. ClimGen also allows a mixed form, therefore, using an exponential function of global temperature for drying regions/months and a linear function for wetting. This is clearly ad hoc (because there is no reason why the functional form should change just at the present-day climate value), but an analysis of six earlier-generation GCMs (not shown) suggested that a close match to the GCM-simulated changes in precipitation could be obtained and others (Watterson and Whetton 2011) have also used a mixed form.
For cloud cover, there are both upper (100 %) and lower (0 %) physical limits. As with precipitation, ClimGen simply truncates any future values that lie outside this range. A second option is also provided, however, which is to use logistic regression between cloud cover and ΔT to derive the normalised patterns of cloud cover change, and to combine the scaled cloud cover change with the observed mean climate and anomalies in logit space prior to conversion via the logistic function to yields values between 0 and 1 only (or 0 and 100 % when scaled by 100):
In practise, it was found that this additive-change logistic approach only differed from the linear approach (Eq. 2) in a few regions where the observed cloud cover was close to 0 or 100 %. Heinke et al. (2013) use a similar approach for pattern-scaling changes in the frequency of wet months.
In ClimGen, the fields of the initial climate (1961-1990 mean) and of the observed anomalies can be selected from different versions of the CRU TS land-surface dataset (Harris et al. 2014) , on a 0.5°longitude by 0.5°latitude grid. For sea surface temperature (SST, the only variable included over the oceans) the HadISST1 (Rayner et al. 2003) data are provided after interpolation to the same grid. In all cases, the monthly anomalies were detrended by regressing the decadally-smoothed observed timeseries against the decadally-smoothed observed global-mean temperature prior to being used in ClimGen. The rationale for this is that the climate change signal is being provided by the pattern-scaling component and the superimposed variability (V 0 t ) should not add an additional trend.
Changes in precipitation variability
Climate model simulations indicate that climate variability (especially precipitation) may change with climate state, but the methods described above (where sequences of observed anomalies are used to represent future climate variability) do not allow any changes in future climate variability. The absolute-change method (Eq. 2) leaves the standard deviation of the observed anomalies unchanged for the future projection, whereas the relative-change methods (Eqs. 3 or 4) alter the standard deviation in proportion to the change in the mean (i.e. the coefficient of variation is constant). A modification of these methods has been developed to overcome this limitation for precipitation, which could be adapted for other variables as well. Figure 1 illustrates some components of this approach.
It is convenient to separate the high-frequency and low-frequency variations, with modifications to the former to represent changes in climate variability, while modifications to the latter are included in the change in the mean climate. An observed timeseries (X) of monthly precipitation (e.g. from the CRU TS3.10 dataset, Harris et al. 2014) , for a single grid cell and month of the year, is smoothed with a Gaussian-weighted filter to obtain the low-frequency series (X L ). The high-frequency component is expressed as fractional deviations from this lowfrequency component:
which has the advantage that it is stationary, has only positive values and a mean close to 1, and in most locations can be approximately fitted by a gamma distribution with shape and scale parameters [α, 1/α] (the mean of a gamma distribution is the product of the shape and scale parameters). Each value in the observed high-frequency fractional deviation timeseries can then be converted to a cumulative probability (X P ) using the cumulative density function (CDF) of the [α, 1/α] gamma distribution, such that X P is the probability of obtaining a value less than or equal to X H .
The GCM-simulated monthly precipitation timeseries were analysed in a similar way (i.e., a gamma distribution was fitted to high-frequency fractional deviations) within a sliding 49-year window, pooling data from across multiple ensemble members where available, to obtain a timeseries of α for that grid cell and month of the year. These were regressed against 49-year running means of simulated ΔT, to obtain normalised patterns of change in precipitation shape, α. That is, PS is applied to this measure of the change in the shape of the precipitation distribution, in the same way that it is applied to the change in the mean precipitation. Since α is bounded at zero, the relative-change exponential function (Eq. 4) is used in regions/months where α decreases during the GCM simulation (e.g. Fig. 1c ), and the relative-change linear function (Eq. 3) is used where α increases (see earlier discussion). To construct a precipitation scenario for a given ΔT, PS is used to obtain both the relative change in mean precipitation and the relative change in gamma shape parameter (Δs). The latter is used to perturb each observed precipitation anomaly, by finding the value that has the same cumulative probability as X P but in the perturbed gamma distribution with shape and scale parameters [Δs⋅α, 1= Δs⋅α ð Þ]. Note that this perturbed distribution still has a mean of 1, since we are not dealing with changes in mean precipitation in this component. We find the high-frequency fractional deviation of precipitation for a particular value in the timeseries that is representative of the future climate (X F ) such that:
where Y ∼Gamma α; 1=α ð Þand Z ∼Gamma Δs⋅α; 1= Δs⋅α ½ ð Þ . The pattern-scaled projection, with perturbed precipitation variability, can be assembled by replacing V 0 in Eqs. 3 or 4 by the field of X L for year t (since the low-frequency component includes the mean, absolute precipitation) and V 0 t by the field of X F for year t. CMIP3 GCMs (Table S1 ) simulate changes in precipitation gamma shape parameter that are consistent in sign in some regions, but not in others. Most CMIP3 GCMs simulate a reduction in α in regions with a Mediterranean-type climate and this is apparent in the multimodel mean change (Fig. 1a) , which could be important for the occurrence of both dry and wet extremes (Fig. 1b) . Taking an example from a grid cell over southeast England and one specific GCM (HadCM3), we find a strong reduction in α for July precipitation as ΔT increases in different scenarios (Fig. 1c) that can be approximately represented by an exponential function.
Using this function and an equivalent one for mean July precipitation simulated by the same GCM, Fig. 1d and e illustrate the application of the technique for ΔT=3°C. The observed monthly precipitation timeseries has been modified according to the HadCM3 model response (Fig. 1d changing only the mean; 1e also changing the distribution shape) to produce a timeseries appropriate for a climate under ΔT=3°C; the x-axis years are nominal. For this amount of global warming, the HadCM3 GCM pattern gives a 45 % reduction in mean July precipitation, which is applied to the observed precipitation (black line) to yield a sequence representative of the future climate (red line; as noted earlier, the relative-change method lowers the standard deviation of the monthly anomalies in proportion to the change in the mean). However, the HadCM3 pattern also gives a 62 % reduction in the gamma shape parameter: when this is applied to the precipitation series the mean is not altered further but the distribution becomes more skewed and its standard deviation increases (blue line), as expected from Fig. 1b. R Fig. 1 Illustrating the perturbation of monthly precipitation variability via changes to the shape (α) of the gamma distribution. a Multi-model mean of 22 CMIP3 GCMs normalised pattern of change in α for July precipitation (% change /°C). b Gamma distributions with the same mean but different α values: α=2 gives more frequent lower and higher values than α=5. c Dependence of southeast England (SEE) July precipitation α on global-mean temperature change calculated from 49-year sliding windows of July precipitation simulated by the HadCM3 GCM under four different SRES scenarios. Each value of α has been divided by the 1950-1999 reference period α, so values<1 indicate reductions in α. The black line shows an exponential function fit to the SRES A2 scenario data. d SEE July precipitation from the CRU TS3.00 data (black) and scaled by 0.55 (red) to represent a ΔT=3 scenario using the HadCM3 pattern. e The future precipitation scenario in (d) is repeated (red) and compared with a series with the same mean but a 62 % reduction in α (blue)
Assessing pattern scaling performance
Given the complex nature of the interactions represented in GCMs, it is not surprising that, given enough data (e.g. initial-condition ensembles to separate signal from noise), it is possible to falsify the assumption of an invariant, linear relationship between local and global climate change that is the basis for PS (Mitchell 2003) . It should be viewed as an approximation rather than an assumption, therefore, and the more interesting question is how accurate is this approximation in practical terms. A useful measure of PS performance is the size of the error in this linearity approximation relative to the other sources of uncertainty in future climate projections. Since PS is typically employed to explore the spread of possible future climates represented by a multi-GCM ensemble, we present an estimate of the pattern-scaling error relative to this spread.
Although the Bstandard^pattern used in ClimGen is based on pooling data from multiple scenario simulations (see SI), we also diagnosed normalised patterns from separate CMIP5 simulations for the four RCPs (Representative Concentration Pathways: van Vuuren et al. 2011). The pattern-scaling approximation is that, for a particular GCM, these patterns should be similar regardless of scenario (of course they will not be identical even if the approximation is valid, because they are each affected by the internal variability that differs in each simulation). For the 21 CMIP5 GCMs analysed here, we have 71 alternate patterns (not 84, since not all GCMs have simulated all four RCP scenarios). For each variable, land grid cell and month of the year, we therefore have 71 normalised changes (local change per degree of global warming) whose total variance represents the combined Bbetween-GCM^variance and the Bwithin-GCMv ariance (i.e. the differences between the four RCP-specific patterns for each GCM). Figure 2 shows the percentage of the total variance attributed to Bwithin-GCMv ariance for changes in annual-mean temperature and precipitation. Tebaldi and Arblaster (2014) use a similar approach to partition the standard deviation between models and scenarios.
For annual temperature there are few regions where the differences between the four RCP-specific patterns contributes more than 20 % of the overall variance, even around the North Atlantic or the Arctic where we might expect a stronger influence of nonlinear changes in the thermohaline circulation, sea ice or snow (Ishizaki et al. 2012) . For some individual months (not shown), there are more extensive regions where this measure of poor pattern-scaling performance is between 20 and 40 % of the variance. However this may simply reflect the greater uncertainty in each pattern arising from internal variability for months compared with annual means. The latter source of error may also contribute to the greater within-GCM variance apparent for annual precipitation (Fig. 2b) , with extensive areas of the subtropics and mid latitudes having more than 20 % of the total variance associated with differences between RCP-specific patterns. It is likely that these higher contributions also indicate poorer performance of the invariant linear approximation (and therefore of PS) for precipitation than for temperature, though almost everywhere the remaining variance (arising from differences between CMIP5 GCMs) is the biggest component. Finally, we note that this measure of PS performance is considerably better (i.e. lower values) for the relative changes in precipitation shown in Fig. 2b than for absolute changes (not shown). This is one reason to prefer the relative approach (Eq. 3) over the additive approach (Eq. 2) for precipitation PS.
Applying pattern scaling using ClimGen

Introduction
The approaches developed and reported in this paper for generating climate projections by combining a pattern-scaled climate change signal with unforced variability from observations (perturbed to represent future changes in variability) support a wide range of potential applications concerned with exploring the spread of impacts arising from changing climate. Patterns have been diagnosed from the CMIP3 (Table S1 ; Meehl et al. 2007 ), CMIP5 (Table S2 ; Taylor et al. 2012 ) and QUMP (Murphy et al. 2004) ensembles. SI section S3 describes two ensemble approaches that allow the climate change influence to be isolated from the unforced variability in these ClimGen projections, so that climate change impacts can be more precisely quantified. SI section S5 uses ClimGen to compare the multi-model mean patterns of climate change simulated by the CMIP3 and CMIP5 ensembles, whereas in the next two sections we demonstrate the importance of changes in variability for the projection of Fig. 2 Inter-scenario differences relative to inter-model differences for the CMIP5 multi-model ensemble. The percentage of the total variance in local normalised changes in annual-mean (a) temperature and (b) precipitation arising from within-GCM differences (i.e. differences between patterns diagnosed from individual RCP scenario simulations for each GCM). The total variance is calculated over the 71 different normalised patterns, and then recalculated after first subtracting each model's mean (across the individual RCP patterns for that GCM) to obtain the within-GCM component. The remaining component (i.e. 100 % minus the value shown) is associated with between-GCM differences precipitation extremes and explore the spread in results from ensembles of model patterns, respectively.
Projections of dry-month frequency with and without changes in precipitation variability
Nearly all the CMIP3 and CMIP5 GCMs simulate reductions in summer precipitation gamma shape (i.e. increased variability and skew, Fig. 1 ) in southern Europe, so this region is used to illustrate the importance of these changes and the ability of the new methods presented here to more closely emulate the underlying GCM projections. Figure 3 shows the projected future frequency of very dry August months (defined as those below the 1951-2000 6th percentile) for ClimGen projections with and without changes in precipitation variability and for the direct GCM simulations, using the CMIP5 GCM MPI-ESM-MR under the RCP8.5 scenario. ClimGen patterns diagnosed from this GCM were scaled by the global temperature changes simulated by MPI-ESM-MR for RCP8.5. All three show increased frequency (fraction of dry months>0.06) for much of southern to mid-latitude Europe, but these are more pronounced and reach further north when precipitation variability changes are included in ClimGen (Fig. 3b) or implicitly in the GCM projection (Fig. 3c) . Increases in mean August precipitation in the high latitudes are linked to reduced occurrence of very dry months, but this is reversed in some regions (e.g. NE Europe) by changes in variability that increase the dry tail of the distribution despite the increased mean.
Differences can be seen more easily when the changing frequency of dry months is averaged over southern Europe (Fig. 3d) . The ClimGen analysis shows that only about half of the increased dry-month frequency in this region arises from reduced mean precipitation (red curve) -the remaining increase (black curve) is only obtained when changes in the variability (i.e. distribution shape) are included in making the PS projections. The results for 50-year running windows (thick lines) also demonstrate that the new PS method yields a close match to the direct GCM results (blue curve). There are differences between the GCM and PS results (e.g. the GCM values are lower around 2040 and higher at the end of the analysis in 2075). With only a single MPI-ESM-MR RCP8.5 simulation, it is not possible to determine if they arise from nonlinear behaviour that PS cannot capture or simply from unforced variability in the GCM run, but it is clear that the inclusion of precipitation variability changes is essential to get close to the GCM results. These results are explored further in SI section S4 for other percentile definitions of dry months. Unforced variability is much greater when a shorter, 10-year running window is used, so much so that the single-run GCM results cannot be relied upon to represent climate changes with such fine time resolution (thin blue line in Fig. 3d) . For example, we should not conclude that climate change will hardly alter the occurrence of very dry August months in southern Europe out to the 2050s but they will then rapidly double in frequency one decade later. Using the techniques developed in SI section S3 and implemented in ClimGen, we can generate an ensemble of PS projections using the same patterns of mean and variability changes but with the underlying observed anomalies shifted in time by different amounts. We can then analyse the ensemble of projections in a sliding 10-year window (thin red and black lines) and obtain very similar results as for the 50-year window but with the ability to extend the analysis up to the final decade of the projections rather than just the final 50 years. The spread between ensemble members (grey shading for the case with changes in both mean and variability) is also useful to estimate the decadal variability, though in this case study it does not appear to be as strong as the GCM-simulated decadal variability, possibly because the 50 years of observed precipitation used to provide the variability for the PS projections is not sufficient to fully sample decadal variability. Note also that this spread is not an uncertainty estimate for the climate change signal -the latter is best explored by comparing results from multiple GCMs, a task that ClimGen facilitates.
Exploring model spread in two model ensembles
Our final example is the comparison of two model ensembles for exploring part of the uncertainty in future projections, with PS applied for a range of fixed global-temperature increases rather than a transient scenario. The future climate fields are then averaged spatially to represent national averages and temporally to represent 30-year mean seasonal climates. Figure 4a ,b shows changes relative to the present-day for India for two seasons (DecemberFebruary, DJF, and June-August, JJA), based on just one CMIP3 GCM (NCAR CCSM 3.0). The linear dependence of national-average temperature change on global-mean temperature change is a direct result of the linear PS approximation. The actual GCM results will differ from these because the linearity assumption may be a poor approximation for this GCM and the GCM results exhibit internal climate variability (therefore any differences cannot be entirely attributed to a failure of the PS approximation). The precipitation changes show small deviations from linearity, arising from the exponential relationship with global-mean temperature that is assumed where the GCM simulates a reduction in mean precipitation (Section 2b).
The patterns for this GCM show winter warming that is above the global-mean change by a factor of around 1.4, while summer warming is about 0.8 of the global-mean change. This GCM simulates decreased winter precipitation (though small in absolute terms, given that present-day Indian winter precipitation is already low) but a moderate increase in rainfall during the summer monsoon season (about 15 % increase for 3°C of global warming). A 30-year period is often used when considering changes in climate, so it is instructive to compare the pattern-scaled climate changes with inherent climate variability on this timescale. Figure 4 shows the scatter of 30-year mean Indian national-average temperatures and precipitation (Tett et al. 2007) . Even for 0.5°C of global warming, Indian temperature change exceeds the range of 30-year variability, whereas the increase in summer monsoon rainfall does not exceed the variability range until global warming reaches 2°C. Of course, the range of unforced variability from other GCMs might differ, but UKMO HadCM3 was selected because the availability of a relatively long timeseries reduces the sampling error that is associated with estimating the distribution of 30-year means compared with shorter timeseries. It is used indicatively, rather than for any test of statistical significance.
This Indian analysis is extended in Fig. 4c,d to include results from all 22 CMIP3 GCMs available in ClimGen, though only for global warmings of 1 and 4°C for clarity. There is considerable spread between GCMs in both the temperature and precipitation changes. In particular, the JJA change (covering most of the summer monsoon period) spans from considerable reductions in mean rainfall (e.g. a 30 % decrease under 4°C of global warming) to very large increases (e.g. a 75 % increase under the same warming). The mean and the median of the CMIP3 GCMs both show an increase, but it is worth noting that the Indian average change in summer rainfall can be sensitive to the method used to apply the change patterns (Eqs. 2, 3 or 4): multiplying (as here) the observed reference-period mean by the fractional change in precipitation simulated by the GCM or adding (not shown) the simulated precipitation changes to the observed reference level. The two methods give similar results where a GCM simulates the present-day climate accurately, but can differ where this is not the case.
In Fig. 4e ,f we compare these projections for Indian precipitation and temperature from the CMIP3 multi-model ensemble (Table S1 ) with those derived using patterns diagnosed from a 17-member ensemble of UKMO HadCM3 with perturbed values of some key physical parameters (the QUMP dataset; Murphy et al. 2004) . In addition to the individual model results (coloured symbols for CMIP3, black letters and square for QUMP), the shading indicates the ±1 and ±2 standard deviation (SD) ranges estimated by fitting bivariate normal (or log-normal) distributions to each ensemble of points. These should not be interpreted as probabilistic projections of future change (see Knutti et al. 2010 and Stephenson et al. 2012 for guidance on interpreting model ensembles) but simply as depictions of model spread within the CMIP3 and QUMP ensembles. The QUMP and CMIP3 ensembles yield similar temperature changes in winter (though with a smaller spread in QUMP) but the QUMP summer temperature ensemble lies mostly within the lower half of the CMIP3 ensemble. The ensembles show mostly opposite relative changes in winter precipitation (noting again that these changes are small in absolute terms). In the summer rainfall season, the QUMP ensemble results lie mostly within the greater spread of the CMIP3 ensemble, but all QUMP cases yield an increase in precipitation whereas some CMIP3 models yield summer drying.
The spread of each ensemble, for 4°C global warming, far exceeds the HadCM3 estimate of multi-decadal natural variability included in black in this figure. Natural variability would be superimposed on these climate changes for any individual 30-year period. If the inherent variability did not also change with the changing mean climate (Section 2c), and if the UKMO HadCM3 variability is realistic, then each of the symbols representing climate change in Fig. 4 could be replaced by the cloud of 30-year means shown at the origin. It is also interesting to note the similar orientation of natural variability and climate change uncertainty for the summer monsoon season, with higher temperature associated with drier conditions, lower temperatures with wetter conditions.
Summary
Like other pattern-scaling approaches, ClimGen attempts to emulate the results of more complex GCMs by separating the geographical, seasonal and multivariate patterns of climate change from their amplitude, with the latter represented by the global-mean temperature change. These techniques have been applied to a range of surface variables required by many climate change impact studies, with normalised patterns of climate change diagnosed from 22 CMIP3 GCMs and 17 perturbed-physics GCMs (QUMP). Recently, we have also diagnosed change patterns from 21 CMIP5 GCMs. This approach allows comparison of the multi-model ensemble means and ranges, controlling for scenario and/or global temperature rise, as well as many other applications such as the study of additional mitigation scenarios for which GCM simulations are not available . Example results for India (Section 4c) imply that climate impact assessments should not assume that either a multi-model ensemble (e.g. CMIP3) or a perturbed-physics ensemble (e.g. QUMP) is sufficient to represent the full range of future projections. More information about ClimGen is available from http://www.cru.uea. ac.uk/~timo/climgen/.
Pattern scaling can be applied to represent changes in higher-order statistical parameters in addition to the mean climate, and an approach has been reported here to allow GCM-simulated changes in the shape (hence skewness and spread) of the monthly precipitation distribution to be applied to the observed record. This allows the generation of plausible sequences of monthly variability for future climate states, an important development for climate impact studies that depend upon changes in climate variability as well as mean climate. Two approaches for generating multiple realisations can be applied using the ClimGen software, to facilitate the separation of climate change and natural variability effects on climate change impacts. Nevertheless, this approach is not able to represent some changes in the behaviour of natural variability under future climate change, such as a change in the geographical influences of the El Nino-Southern Oscillation (ENSO). To represent such behaviour change (if present) requires the more direct use of GCM simulated climate data, either as simulated or with some elements of model bias compensated by statistical adjustment. However these approaches can only be used for cases with available GCM simulations, whereas GCM emulation approaches such as PS can be used to explore a much wider range of situations and with a wide range of GCMs from multiple ensembles. Ideally, both approaches would be utilised and compared where this is feasible. Lopez et al. (2014) note some limitations of the PS approach. Their example highlights the need for careful consideration of variability as well as mean climate change, noting reasonable agreement for the frequency of hot summers in 30-year sequences but poor agreement when using 10-year sequences with only one realisation of climate variability. The developments reported here (changing variability of precipitation, which could be adapted for temperature variability, and the ability to generate multiple realisations of variability) address this particular concern. Some limited assessment of the accuracy of the pattern-scaling approximation is reported here, demonstrating that the uncertainty in this approximation is less than the inter-model differences for the CMIP5 ensemble. This uncertainty estimate is conservative, because internal climate variability contaminates the estimated patterns of climate change and thus enhances the difference between patterns diagnosed from separate GCM simulations, and because pattern scaling performance can appear poor where the CMIP5 ensemble spread is narrow. Nevertheless, additional assessment of the performance and limitations of the pattern-scaling approach is recommended, adding to recent studies (e.g. Ishizaki et al. 2012; Tebaldi and Arblaster 2014) .
